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The pronoun *se* in the context of syntactic and discursive ruptures of spoken texts

1 Introduction

This paper proposes a syntactic approach to the use and interpretation of the Finnish pronoun *se* ‘it, s/he’ in spoken texts. The analysis is concentrated on a particular context of use in which the host construction of the pronoun is an utterance that suspends another ongoing verbal construction, as in example (1).1 The pronoun *se* ‘it’ points to a referent whose lexical description is unachieved in the context previous to its occurrences:

(1)

--- nin näill on kuulemma valtavan s- hieno niinku ei se mikään möikki o vaan se on semmonen hirsitupa + oikeen ja sit siel on kaikki mikroaaltouunista ja astianpesukoneest lähtien
--- so I heard they have a very b- splendid uh it’s not at all any cottage but it is a timbered house + really and then there is everything from a microwave oven and a dishwasher (Summer plans 079)

This example is different from a prototypical case of anaphora in which the pronoun is preceded by a full lexical antecedent. However, I will argue that the interpretation of the pronoun *se* ‘it’ takes place here essentially inside the linguistic context, i.e. by establishing a connexion between its host constructions and the sequence suspended.

In order to analyse this kind of use of the pronoun *se*, I take a viewpoint of production of verbal constructions in spoken discourse. My aim is to pay attention, on the one hand, to some characteristics of lexical naming processes and to show, on the other hand, that the pronoun *se* is an original referring expression: it can be used for picking out a referent with a minimum of descriptive content not only when lexical descriptions of the referent are already made, but also when they are still in progress or still being negotiated, and even when they are momentary unavailable.

This paper is organized as follows. I will first briefly present the pronoun *se* in light of the Finnish third person pronoun system. Secondly, I will define the basic notions of the syntactic framework adopted here. Then I will discuss some models by which lexical descriptions are built up in oral productions. Finally, I will analyze extracts of the type presented above from the perspective of the emergence of the linguistic context in which pronouns are used. The
first part of the paper examines sequences which have a clearly metalinguistic function and
the second part presents an example of a non-metalinguistic parenthetical insert.

2 The pronoun se in the Finnish pronominal system

Finnish grammars have traditionally classified the pronoun se as a demonstrative pronoun, but
many authors have also, more or less explicitly, integrated this pronoun into the category of
personal pronouns (see for instance Penttilä 1963: 508–511; Saukkonen 1967; A. Hakulinen
1985, 1988; Hakulinen et al. 1994: 215). In the system of three demonstratives tämä, tuo and
se, the first two have been described in terms of proximity, i.e. proximal or distal with regard
to the speaker, whereas the pronoun se has been considered more neutral in relation to the
distance and is said to have its referential landmark in the addressee. Compared with the other
two forms, the pronoun se has thus been deemed less clearly demonstrative and particularly

More recently, Etelämäki (1996, in this volume), Laury (1997) and Seppänen (1998) have
revisited the Finnish demonstrative system within interactional and conversational
frameworks. Rejecting the static, distance-based view, these studies claim that demonstratives
allow the speaker to assign different statuses to referents, to organize structures of interaction
and to manage participant roles in conversation. According to Laury (1997: 59), by using the
pronoun se, the speaker places the referent in the addressee’s social and cognitive sphere (cf.
for referring to co-participants in conversation, suggests that the pronoun se invites the
recipients to seek its interpretation source in the world of discourse even if the referent is
present in the current speech situation (see also Etelämäki 1996: 62–66). In the most typical
cases, the pronoun se seems to refer to referents that have already been introduced into
discourse by other forms or that are otherwise already in the participants’ centre of attention
(Laury 1997: 77–87). Thus the recent studies, as well as traditional descriptions, see the
pronoun se primarily as an “anaphoric” pronoun.

Note that according to the classic theory of anaphora, the anaphoric status of third person
pronouns results from the fact that these forms lack a lexical content (see e.g. Milner 1982:
20). In order to be interpreted, the third person pronouns should be related to lexical content
available in their linguistic context (Milner, op. cit.: 31). Functionally oriented approaches have abandoned this purely textual conception in favour of a re-definition of anaphora as a procedure by which the speaker invites the hearer to sustain his attention on a referent previously introduced in focus of discourse (Ehlich 1982; see also Givón 1983; Chafe 1987; Ariel 1988; Gundel et al. 1993).

However, although the pronoun *se* typically serves as a tracking form, its use is not constrained by a previous lexical mention of the referent or by the presence of the referent in the situation of utterance. For instance Laury (1994, 1997: 125–128, in this volume) has examined the use of the pronoun *se* as a first mention pronoun (see also Fox 1987: 67–69; Ziv 1996). This kind of use, and more generally all cases in which the referential target of the pronoun is not explicitly and unequivocally given in its immediate context of use, draw attention to the role the host construction plays in the interpretation process. In fact, instructions carried by the host construction of the pronoun and the position of this construction in the larger linguistic context offer crucial criteria for the pronominal reference resolution.

By its inherent semantic properties, the pronoun *se* sets few restrictions on its potential referents. Like the other Finnish third person pronouns, it distinguishes between singular and plural number. However, Finnish lacks grammatical gender. Furthermore, in non-standard Finnish, the referent of the pronoun *se* can be human or non-human, animate or inanimate, a discrete entity or a propositional content. Note that the pronoun *hän* which is reserved in standard Finnish to refer to human referents is used in most varieties of spoken Finnish as a logophoric pronoun by which the speaker displays his identification with another individual referent’s viewpoint (Laitinen 2002).

In sections 4.2 and 5, I will describe patterns by which the referential anchoring of the pronoun *se* can be defined in textual domains of the linguistic context.

3 Some preliminary considerations

3.1. The governing verb and rection places opened by it

The framework of my syntactic analysis is the Pronominal Approach developed by Blanche-Benveniste et al. 1987 (see also Blanche-Benveniste 1997; for an application to Finnish, see
Tiainen-Duvallon 2002). In this theory, the syntactic description is grounded on the notion of the verb. Verbs are governing elements which are endowed with a constructional power, i.e. an ability to organise other elements around them. The syntactic slots a verb creates in its environment will be referred to as rection places (places de rection) in this paper.

The constructional power of a verb is taken to be an inseparable property from its lexical content (Blanche-Benveniste 1997: 99). In contrast, rection places opened by a verb can be identified without any lexical content, by using pronouns, and more generally, different kinds of pro-forms. In Finnish, among the latter, there are the “true” pronouns with the complete declension in cases, but also pro-adverbs (Airila 1940) such as locative demonstratives (e.g. siellä ‘there’) and temporal adverbs (e.g. silloin ‘then’). Pro-forms are indeed surer syntactic indicators than lexical forms of nouns (cf. also Helasvu 2001: 34). First, pro-forms can present rectional features imposed by a verb regardless of the probability of lexical combinations. Secondly, pro-forms bring out differences in rectional features that nouns do not always show (cf. Tarvainen 1977: 43–44; Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 175):

(2) Hän meni sinne ∼ PariisiinILL ∼ VenäjälleALL.
He went there(to) ∼ to Paris ∼ to Russia.

(3) Hän ihastui siihenILL ∼ PariisiinILL ∼ VenäjäänILL ∼ ranskalaiseenILL keittiöönILL.
He fell in love with it ∼ with Paris ∼ with Russia ∼ with French food.

For instance the verb mennä ‘to go’ in (2) has in its construction a locative element which indicates the directional feature of “movement towards”. This feature is one of the three distinctions (“position”, “movement from” and “movement towards”) made on the dimension of “direction” in the Finnish case system (Siro 1960: 29–30; see the appendix). However, the verb mennä ‘to go’ does not impose on its locative complement the choice between the illative and the allative cases which belong to two different series of cases on the dimension of “quality” in the local case system. This choice depends on the nominal lexeme which realizes the locative rection place. Syntactically, the two lexical realizations PariisiinILL ‘to Paris’ and VenäjälleALL ‘to Russia’ are equivalent to the proadverb sinne ‘there(to)’ which distinguishes only three forms indicating the features on the dimension of “direction”: siellä ‘there’ (position), sieltä ‘from there’ (movement from) and sinne ‘there(to)’ (movement towards).
The verb *ihastua* ‘to fall in love’ in (3) has in its construction an element in the illative case, and all realizations of this rection place are syntactically equivalent to the pronoun *se* in the illative case, *siihen*ill ‘with it’.

The syntactic equivalence between pro-forms and lexical realizations of rection places serves to distinguish elements that are constructed by a verb from elements that are not (see note 3), and it serves also to recognise idiomatic expressions in which the lexical element having an appearance of a complement is more or less set, like *huomioon*ill in *ottaa huomioon*ill ‘to take into consideration’ (‘*ottaa siihen*ill ‘?to take into it’).

In brief, pro-forms function as grammatical tools in the syntactic description of units constructed by a verb. We can consider them basic forms compared with lexical forms of nouns. A pro-form is syntactically equivalent to a paradigm of different lexical realizations in a rection place opened by a verb. In addition, note that this equivalence between pro-forms and lexical forms is not limited to verbal constructions, but it concerns also constructions of other grammatical categories, like postpositions in Finnish.

### 3.2. The rection paradigms

In both oral and written productions, rection places are likely to receive multiple realizations. Put differently, we can expect to find in the spoken chain elements that do not combine to form syntagmatic units, but which instantiate the same rection place and form paradigmatic lists (cf. Blanche-Benveniste 1987: 137–142, 1990: 13–19). It is thus advisable to distinguish in the spoken chain two kinds of relations and respectively two axes of progression, the syntagmatic axis and the paradigmatic axis.

The idea of these two basic axes of language was formulated by F. de Saussure in his *Course in general linguistics* (1983[1916]), and we find it later also in the works of R. Jakobson (see for instance 1956). According to the former, linguistic production processes bring into play a double system of syntagmatic units and associative groupings:

Our memory holds in store all the various complex types of syntagma, of every kind and length. When a syntagma is brought into use, we call upon associative groups in order to make our choice. - - - In uttering the words *que vous dit-il?* (‘what does he say to you?’), we vary one element in a latent syntagmatic type of which other examples would be *que te dit-il?, que nous dit-il?* etc. (‘what does he say to you/us/them…?’ etc.). This is the process involved in our selection of the pronoun *vous* in *que vous dit-il?* In this process,
which involves eliminating mentally everything which does not lead to the desired differentiation at the point required, associative groupings and syntagmatic types are both involved. (Saussure 1983[1916]: 128–129.)

Utterances seem then to be constructed and perceived as combinations of different elements, selected from paradigmatic sets of possible alternatives.

The constituents of a context are in a status of contiguity, while in a substitution set signs are linked by various degrees of similarity which fluctuate between the equivalence of synonyms and the common core of antonyms. (Jakobson 1956: 61.)

To Saussure and Jakobson, syntagmatic relations of combination (or contexture) are realized in discourse, while associative or paradigmatic relations of selection (or substitution) belong only to the code, i.e. to an abstract system that constitutes a language, and are not realised in discourse.

However, empirical data show that lexical selection processes are not exclusively a matter of the speaker’s memory (Blanche-Benveniste 1990: 14). Selection processes leave traces in the actual linguistic production and sometimes they occupy an important place in it. The syntagmatic advancement of an utterance can be stopped on a rection place that is instantiated several times. In fact, the introduction of lexical elements into rection places follows regular patterns in oral productions. By way of illustration, consider the following four examples. The first realization of a rection place can be done with an element without any lexical content. In example (4), the locative complement of the verb *lentää* ‘to fall’ is announced by the element *sinne* ‘thereto’, a locative demonstrative indicating the directional feature of “movement towards”. This demonstrative is followed by a pause and then it is repeated in front of a noun in the allative case, *tielle* ‘road’, which expresses the same directional feature (“movement towards”) as the demonstrative:

```
(4) minä lensin pylyleni sinne + sinne tielle
I fell on my behind on the + on the road (Hairdressing salon 105)
```

In Finnish, the autonomous pro-forms and the demonstrative determiners are morphologically identical. It could then be possible to analyze example (4) as a figure of right dislocation, with the first realization of the locative rection place made by a pro-form closely attached to the verb and a lexical realization of the same place being located in the periphery of the
construction. But we can also see here a repetition typical of oral productions at the beginning of a syntagmatic unit before the introduction of lexical elements (cf. Blanche-Benveniste 1987: 133). If these two analytical possibilities exist in theory, the interpretation of a particular occurrence is likely to be guided by prosodic features and the larger context of use, in particular by the presence or absence of a referential anchoring to the pro-form.

The second analysis is a hypothesis on the suspension of the syntagmatic axis of the utterance. This hypothesis is visualised below in a figure that exploits the horizontal and vertical axes of the page (see Blanche-Benveniste 1990). When paradigmatic elements are placed one below the other in a vertical column, the syntactic axis emerges on the horizontal dimension:

```
minä lensin pyllyleni sinne
I fell on my behind on the
sinne tielleALL
on the road
```

In any case, whatever the syntactic analysis may be, we have here an example in which a rection place is announced by a non-lexical element before the lexical realization.

Secondly, a rection place can be reinstated in order to increase the degree of lexical specification. In example (5), paradigmatic reiterations target the place of the valency complement of the verb *kiittää* ‘to thank’. This rection place is first realized by the noun phrase *kaikkia<sub>PAR</sub> naisia<sub>PAR</sub> ‘all women’ in which the lexical head (*naisia* ‘women’) is a basic level categorization (cf. Rosch 1977; Cornish 1996: 33). After having completed the syntagmatic axis of the utterance (by the sequence *kuten tapana on* ‘as is customary’ encircled by the addressee’s responses *joo joo, niin*), the speaker re-edits the valency complement of the verb *kiittää* ‘to thank’. The elements *Hanna<sub>PAR</sub> ‘Hanna’, äitiänsä<sub>PAR</sub> ‘his mother’ and *ketä<sub>PAR</sub> kaikkiansapar* ‘everybody’ form a list in which the noun phrases are, as in the first realization, in the partitive case which the verb *kiittää* ‘to thank’ imposes on its valency complement:

```
(5)
S1 ku se esipuheessaanka kiittää kaikkia<sub>PAR</sub> naisia<sub>PAR</sub>
because he in his preface you see thanks *all women*
S2 joo joo
oh
S1 kuten tapana on
as is customary
S2 niin
yes
S1 Hanna<sub>PAR</sub> ja äitiänsä<sub>PAR</sub> ja ketä<sub>PAR</sub> kaikkiansapar
```
The reiterations constitute an additive enumeration, explicitly marked by the element *ja* ‘and’, which specifies the designation made by the first realization. We can also note that the last realization *ketä kaikkiansa* ‘whom else ~ everybody’ closes the list by inviting at the same time to consider the listing as non-complete (cf. Jefferson 1990: 65–68).

Thirdly, the assignment of lexical elements can be made by opposing different designations. In (6), the noun phrases *niitä kortteja* ‘those post cards’ and *pieniä kirjeitä* ‘small letters’ realize the valency complement of the verb *olla* ‘to be’. The first realization is within the scope of the negative modality of the verb. Then the elements *vaan siis* ‘but PRT’ introduce into the same reaction place a second realization that is endowed with its own modality, i.e. it escapes the negative modality affecting the first realization:

(6)

((a season worker in a post office explains what her job entails))

*se ei oo nyt niitä kortteja vaan siis + pieniä kirjeitä*

this time it’s not *those post cards* but + *small letters* (Childhood friends 101)

The first noun is preceded by the demonstrative determiner *niitä* ‘those’ (plural form of the demonstrative *se*) that seems to function here as an invitation to the addressee to link information carried by the utterance with an already shared knowledge (cf. Vilkuna 1992: 134). The first realization *kortteja* ‘post cards’ is indeed introduced as a presupposed element with which the second realization *pieniä kirjeitä* ‘small letters’ is contrasted. Neither the second, nor the first is supposed to assume the designation alone, but these two realizations, by defining each other, constitute together the lexical description.
Finally, the overt negotiation about different naming possibilities is particularly obvious in examples of repairs. In (7), the speaker stops the syntagmatic axis of the utterance after having pronounced the verb väätti ‘said’, followed by the beginning of the element et(tä) ‘that’, and returns to a rectional element in the allative case (sille ALL poliisille ALL ‘to the policeman’) which has been realized already before the governing verb.\(^5\)

\[(7)\]

\begin{verbatim}
vaikka hän sille poliisille väätti e- tai kuulustelijalle väätti että + hän oli juonu viinaa
even though to the policeman he said tha- or to the investigator he said that + he had drunk alcohol (Hairdressing salon 105)
\end{verbatim}

The second realization kuulustelijalle\textsubscript{ALL} ‘to [the] investigator’ that is introduced by the element tai ‘or’ proposes an alternative designation,\(^6\) after which the verb is reproduced and its construction is completed.

3.3. The instability of lexical descriptions

Repairs that take place with a delay show that lexical descriptions remain an object of negotiation even when a lexical designation has momentarily been made. On the other hand, paradigmatic lists with the contrastive effect evidence the fact that lexical realizations of a rection place do not reduce to the selection of a unique term among the paradigm of possible realizations (cf. Blanche-Benveniste 1987: 142). In paradigmatic developments anchored to a rection place, lexical designations are built up progressively. They may advance for example by specification, the first realization only announcing a rectional element by indicating its syntactic type or making a basic level categorization of the referent.

The introduction of lexical elements into rection places may then consist of an entire task during which a referent is constructed by using different descriptions depending on viewpoints from which the speaker picks out the referent or perspectives in which s/he places the referent (cf. for instance Blanche-Benveniste 1985; Apothéloz & Reichler-Béguelin 1995; Mondada & Dubois 1995). Even a simple lexical designation gets its value in relation to a paradigm of other potential designations (see also Schegloff 1996: 458, note 25).\(^7\) The instability of lexical
elements can also be explicitly stated by the speaker in metalinguistic sequences produced during the lexical selection process.

4 Metalinguistic sequences

The realization of rection places is sometimes accompanied by sequences which do not constitute the main line of discourse, but rather make explicit linguistic production processes by providing comments on how to put propositional content into words. In this section, I will first examine three models by which a metalinguistic sequence can be inserted in the body of a frame construction. Then, I will formulate a hypothesis on the referential anchoring of the pronoun se used in metalinguistic sequences.

4.1. Three insertion models

It happens that instead of providing a rection place with a lexical element, the speaker produces a verbal sequence which explicates the request or inaccessibility of a lexical description. In example (8), the verb hyppiä ‘to jump’ has in its construction a valency complement which is first instantiated by the element niit ‘those’. Although the form niit could function as an independent pronoun, the preceding linguistic context does not contain here any explicit interpretation source (cf. ex. (4)). Prosodic cues equally contribute to expect a syntagmatic continuation. So, we can see here a pro-element that is used as a determiner anticipating a lexical head of a noun phrase. After a pause and a hesitation sound ö- ‘uh’, the speaker pronounces however not a nominal element but a sequence which requests a lexical designation: mitä ne nyt on ‘what they PRT are ~ what are they called’:

(8)
S1 - - - nythän se on hyppiny niit + ö- mitä ne nyt on +
- - - it’s true that now he has been jumping those + uh what are they called +
S2 laskuvarjo-
parachute-
S1 niin niit laskuvarjo hyppyi
yes those parachute jumps (Summer plans 079)
In example (9), a metalinguistic sequence is integrated into the construction of the postposition *kanssa* ‘with’. The rection place opened by this postposition is realized at the first time by the noun in the genitive case *vaimonsa*GEN-POS ‘his wife’. The first realization is followed by the element *ja* ‘and’, that gives cause for expecting to a second realization in the same syntactic place (note that the governing element, i.e. the postposition which follows its rectional element in the spoken chain, is still in suspense). But after a pause, the speaker produces the metalinguistic sequence *en mä tiiä kuka se oli* ‘I don’t know who s/he was’ with which she declines to provide a lexical designation. After that, the syntagmatic axis is completed by the governing postposition:

(9)

Aaro oli siel vaimonsa ja + *en mä tiiä kuka se oli* + kanssa
Aaro was there with his wife and *I don’t know who s/he was* (Three high school scholars 099)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aaro</th>
<th>oli</th>
<th>siel</th>
<th>vaimonsa</th>
<th>ja</th>
<th>kanssa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aaro was there</td>
<td>his wife</td>
<td>and</td>
<td></td>
<td>with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>en mä tiiä kuka se oli</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>NEG I [don’t] know who s/he was</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these two cases, it looks as if the metalinguistic sequence takes provisionally the place of a noun or a noun phrase. Note that in (8) a lexical designation is suggested later on by the addressee (S2) who pronounces the beginning of a lexical element (*laskuvarjo-* , the first part of a compound word). The initial speaker approves it (*niin ‘yes’) and then, by reiterating the determiner, she introduces it explicitly into the syntactic matrix of the frame construction:
In (9), in contrast, the metalinguistic sequence is integrated into a rection paradigm without adding any lexical designation subsequently.

In the second type of cases, the metalinguistic sequence takes over from the categorization of a referent. The extract in example (10) (quoted already at the beginning of this paper) starts with a sequence that gives the impression of a syntactic and semantic incompletion (nääl on kuulemma valtavan s- hieno ‘I heard they have a very b- splendid’):

(10)
- - - nääl on kuulemma valtavan s- hieno niinku ei se mikään mökki o vaan se on semmonen hirsitupa + oikeen ja sit siel on kaikki mikroaaltouunista ja astianpesukoneest lähtien
- - - so I heard they have a very b- splendid uh it’s not at all any cottage but it is a timbered house + really and then there is everything from a microwave oven and a dishwasher (Summer plans 079)

The pronoun in the adessive case näilADE ‘they’ and the verb on seem to begin a possessive construction (nääl on... ‘they have...’). We could then expect the valency complement to be realized by a noun phrase. After the verb, the element kuulemma ‘I heard’ (frozen form of the verb kuulla ‘to hear’) indicates that the speaker is reporting second hand information (cf. Kuiri 1984: 201, 207–209). Then the realization of the valency complement is started by the adjective phrase valtavan s- hieno ‘very b- splendid’ (the sound s- preceding the adjective hieno could be perceived in this context as a beginning of the adjective suuri ‘big’).11 The particle niinku functions as a signal that the utterance will be continued.

Suojala (1989: 121–122) has observed that this particle is used in contexts in which the continuation involves a syntactic rupture, as in this example. Instead of providing directly a lexical head noun, the speaker produces two sequences in which the verb olla ‘to be’ is used first in the scope of the negative modality (ei se mikään mökki o ‘it’s not at all any cottage’) and then in the scope of the affirmative modality (se on semmonen hirsitupa oikeen ‘it is a
timbered house really’). The contrasting relation between these sequences is explicitly marked by the element *vaan* ‘but’:

In the first metalinguistic sequence, the negative auxiliary verb begins the construction and the realization of the valency complement *mikään mökki* ‘any cottage’ is placed between the subject pronoun *se* ‘it’ and the governing verb *o* ‘is’. This constituent order creates the effect of rejecting a presupposition. That effect is still intensified by the indefinite negative determiner *mikään* ‘any’. Indeed, the first realization of the valency complement reiterates a lexeme (mökki ‘cottage’) which has already been used in the preceding context of this extract. The first realization is contrasted with the noun phrase *semmonen hirsitupa* ‘a timbered house’ which is placed in the second sequence in the neutral position after the verb.

Example (11) presents a similar case. At the end of line 2, there is the sequence *kyllä tosiasiaassa tehdään poliittisia* ‘in reality they make political’ in which the adjective *poliittisia* ‘political’ starts the realization of the valency complement of the verb *tehdä* ‘to make’. After a pause, the speaker continues not with a lexical head which we could be waiting for, but by producing the metalinguistic sequence *ehkei ne ole paketteja mutta jonkun sortin sopimuksia kuitenkin* ‘perhaps they are not packages but some kinds of contracts anyway’:

(11)

1 nykyäänhän puhutaan hyvin paljon siitä että solmita polittisia virkapaketteja + mutta sitten m- minusta näyttää siltä

   it’s true that nowadays it is very often said that they don’t make any packages of political posts + but it seems to

2 että kuitenkin + kansa + hyvin näkee ja ja kyllä minusta olen itsenäinen että käyttää tosiasiaassa tehdään polittisia +
   me that however + people + see very well and and me too I could have seen that in reality they make political +

3 *ehkei ne ole paketteja mutta jonkun sortin sopimuksia kuitenkin* perhaps they are not packages but some kinds of contracts anyway (Professional life)
Within the metalinguistic sequence, the first realization of the valency complement of the verb *olla* ‘to be’ reiterates a lexeme used in the preceding context (line 1: …ettei solmita poliittisia virkapaketteja ‘… that they don’t make any packages of political posts’). The first realization is within the scope of a modal adverb and the negative modality of the verb (*ehk-ei* ‘perhaps-NEG’). Then the element *mutta* ‘but’ introduces a second realization which is endowed with its own modality, i.e. the affirmative modality without any explicit mark, and accompanied by the adverb *kuitenkin* ‘anyway’.

In these two examples, the metalinguistic sequences interrupt an ongoing syntactic construction before the speaker provides a nominal head of a noun phrase whose realization has been started by a modifier. Unlike example (6) (see section 3.2.) in which the opposition of different lexical descriptions is done directly in the main line of discourse, the naming process is carried out here by means of metalinguistic sequences. The nominal head nouns are not provided at all at the level of the frame constructions. However, note that in (10) the following construction which is introduced by the elements *ja sit* ‘and then’ begins with the pro-form *siel* ‘there’ which points to the referent whose lexical description is achieved in the metalinguistic sequences.

The last two examples contain a metalinguistic sequence whose form seems to be more or less lexicalised. This third type of metalinguistic sequences produces the effect of modalising a lexical choice in a reaction place. In (12), the valency complement of the verb *saada* ‘to get, to obtain’ is realized by the noun phrase *joku puoltoist viikkoo sairaslomaa* ‘about one and a half weeks of sick leave’ in front of which is grafted an interrogative sequence (*o- o- oisko se nyt ollu* ‘w- w- would it PRT have been’):

(12) sit se sai niinku + o- o- oisko se nyt ollu joku puoltoist viikkoo sairaslomaa
then he got uh + w- w- would it PRT have been about one and a half weeks of sick leave (Childhood friends 101)

In (13), the locative complement of the verb *muuttaa* ‘to move’ is first instantiated by the element *jonneki* ‘to someplace’ (a pro-adverb corresponding to the indefinite pronoun *jokin* ‘some, a’ and expressing the directional feature of “movement towards”), and the
interrogative sequence *oliks se nyt* ‘was it PRT’ is inserted within the nominal syntagm, just before the proper noun *Tampereelle* ‘to Tampere’:

(13)  
ne muuttaa jonneki + *oliks se nyt* Tampereelle tai jotain  
they will move to some(place) + *was it PRT* to Tampere or something (Women’s conversations 081)

The metalinguistic sequences are formed by the verb *olla* ‘to be’ that is used in the past tense (past conditional in (12) and preterit in (13)) and endowed with the interrogative modality. The verb is accompanied by the subject pronoun *se* ‘it’ and the particle *nyt* which makes the interrogation explicitly rhetoric (cf. (8) above; Hakulinen & Saari 1995: 490; Kurhila forthcoming).

In (12), we could hesitate over the analysis of the noun phrase *joku puoltoist viikkoo sairaslomaa* ‘about one and a half weeks of sick leave’: does it belong to the construction of the verb *olla* ‘to be’ or the verb *saada* ‘to get, to obtain’? The quantifier *puoltoist* ‘one and a half’ is in the nominative case and governs the form of the other elements in this noun phrase. It is preceded by the indefinite element *joku* ‘some’ that marks here the approximation of the numeral expression (*joku puoltoist viikkoo* ‘about one and a half weeks’). On the one hand, this noun phrase in the nominative case seems to realize the valency complement of the verb *olla* ‘to be’, but on the other hand, we could take it too as a realization of the valency complement of the verb *saada* ‘to get, to obtain’, since the accusative case of numeral expressions such as *puoli(tois)ta* ‘one and a half’ is identical to the nominative case.

Example (13) provides us with a clearer case favouring the second type of analysis. The noun phrase *Tampereelle* ‘to Tampere’ is in the allative case that expresses the same directional feature of “movement towards” than the indefinite element *jonneki* ‘to some(place)’. The noun phrase *Tampereelle* ‘to Tampere’ is then governed by the verb *muuttaa* ‘to move’, and not by the verb *olla* ‘to be’. Instead of having the status of a governing verb that selects its complements, the verb *olla* is used here as a support of modalities that target the lexical choice in a rection place opened by the governing verb in the frame construction (cf. sequences such as *sanotaan* (nyt) ‘let’s say’).
To sum up, the metalinguistic sequences may have different degrees of integration into the frame construction. They could be grafted in front of (see (12)) or within (see (13)) a nominal syntagm, and sometimes they seem to stand provisionally in the place of a noun in the frame construction (see (8) and (9)). In other cases, the syntactic rupture is more perceptible (see (10) and (11)). However, in all cases, the interpretations of the frame construction and the metalinguistic sequences are closely interdependent.

4.2. The referential anchoring of the pronoun *se*

In all the examples above, the metalinguistic sequences are formed round the verb *olla* ‘to be’ with the subject slot realized by the singular or plural pronoun *se* ‘it, s/he’ ~ *ne* ‘they’. In this section, I will formulate a hypothesis on the referential anchoring of these subject pronouns. We can suppose that the recipients make the first hypothesis on the referential interpretation of the pronoun *se* in relation to its preceding context, if there is any potential interpretation source (cf. Reichler-Béguelin 1988: 36–39; Zay 1995: 208). In the case of syntactic ruptures, it seems that the suspension of a construction and the insertion process give to the interrupted construction a particular saliency in the interpretation of referring expressions used in inserted sequences (cf. Zay 1995: 212).

In example (8), the suspension of the frame construction is preceded by the element *niit* ‘those’ which instantiates the valency complement of the verb *hyppiä* ‘to jump’:

(8)

S1  - - - nythän se on hyppiny niit + ő- mitä ne nyt on +
- - - it’s true that now he has been jumping those + uh what are they called
S2  laskuvarjo-
parachute-
S1  niin niit laskuvarjo hyppyi
yes those parachute jumps (Summer plans 079)

This form announces a realization of the valency complement in the plural. In addition, the governing verb itself attributes to its valency complement the semantic property of “something that can be jumped” (cf. Cornish 1996: 30–31). It is this rection place, announced in the frame construction, but still being without any lexical element, that offers the most immediately available referential anchoring to the subject pronoun *ne* ‘they’ of the metalinguistic sequence *mitä ne nyt on* ‘what they PRT are ~ what are they called’. Note that the pronoun *ne* is here interpretable in its linguistic context without any previous lexical
designation of the referent (during the telephone conversation from which this example is extracted) and before the subsequent lexical designation. Indeed, as we have already seen above, the addressee (S2) comes to aid – in spite of the rhetorical nature of the question – by suggesting a designation (laskavaro- ‘parachute’). In so doing, she shows indirectly that she has localised the referential anchoring of the pronoun ne ‘they’.

In (9), the reference resolution is equally done without relying on any lexical designation of the referent. The pronoun se is used in the sequence en mä tiiä kuka se oli ‘I don’t know who s/he was’ which is inserted within the construction of the postposition kanssa ‘with’. The pronoun finds its referential anchoring in the rection place governed by this postposition. It points to a referent whose designation is to be expected after the first realization of the rectional element of the postposition (vaimonsa ‘his wife’) followed by the element ja ‘and’, but which the speaker is unable to name (according to the very host sequence of the pronoun):

(9)
Aaro oli siel vaimonsa ja + en mä tiiä kuka se oli + kanssa
Aaro was there with his wife and + I don’t know who s/he was (Three high school scholars 099)

The first realization vaimonsa ‘his wife’ actualizes a semantic field and in this way, it also orients the expectations for the second realization. In the metalinguistic sequence, the interrogative pronoun kuka ‘who’ which realizes the valence complement of the verb olla ‘to be’ indicates that the referent of the subject pronoun is human. In view of the semantic field opened by the first lexical realization, the referent’s sex is probably also female, but neither this property nor the property [+human] is displayed by the Finnish pronoun se.

In examples (10) and (11), the interruption of the frame construction takes place after an adjectival modifier, before the apparition of the lexical head of the noun phrase. The subject pronouns of the metalinguistic sequences, se ‘it’ and ne ‘they’, find their referential anchoring in the rection slot whose realization has been started in the frame construction, but not achieved: in the place of the valency complement in the possessive construction näil on… ‘they have…’ of (10) and in the place of the valency complement of the verb tehdä ‘to make’ in (11):

(10)
- - - niin näil on kuulemma vaaltavan s- hieno niinku ei se mikään mökki o vaan se on semmonen hirsitupa + oikeen
- - - so I heard they have a very b- splendid uh it’s not at all any cottage but it is a timbered house really (Summer plans 079)
These referential anchorings are confirmed by the compatibility between the propositional content of the frame construction and the categorization of the referent accomplished in the metalinguistic sequences (cf. Zay 1995: 212):

(11)
=- kyllä tosiasiassa tehdään polittisia + ehkei ne ole paketteja mutta jonkun sortin sopimuksia kuitenkin
- - - in reality they make political + perhaps they are not packages but some kinds of contracts anyway
(Professional life)

We can propose the same kind of analysis on the referential anchoring of the pronouns se in examples (12) and (13) in which the metalinguistic sequences are grafted on a realization of a rection place with the effect of modalizing the lexical choice. In (13), the referential target of the pronoun se ‘it’ is the locative rection place of the verb muuttaa ‘to move’ that has been instantiated by the element jonkei ‘to some(place)’ before the use of the pronoun:

(13)
ee muuttaa jonkei + oliks se nyt TampereelleALL, tai jotain they will move to some(place) + was it PRT to Tampere or something (Women’s conversations 081)

In (12), the referential anchoring of the pronoun se ‘it’ is provided by the place of the valency complement of the verb saada ‘to get, to obtain’. Note that the insertion of the metalinguistic
sequence happens before any element instantiates the valency complement in the frame construction:

(12)  
sit se sai niinku + o- o- oisko se nyt ollu joku puoltoist viikko sairaslomaa  
then he got uh + w- w- would it PRT have been about one and a half weeks of sick leave (Childhood friends 101)

The verb *saada* ‘to get, to obtain’ itself creates an expectation for a valency complement, and in addition, the following particle *niinku* serves as a signal that the utterance will be continued (cf. example (10) in section 4.1.). The identification of the rection place offering the referential anchoring to the pronoun *se* is based here on the knowledge we have on the complementation of the governing verb. To sum up, in all of the examples, the host construction of the pronoun *se* is a metalinguistic sequence that is integrated into another verbal construction or that suspends an ongoing verbal construction. The referential anchoring of the pronoun is provided by the frame construction, and to be precise, by a rection slot which is expected and whose realization has eventually begun, but which is still devoid of full lexical content. The analyses have tried to show that a governing element and a beginning of a syntagm that instantiates a rection slot (and sometimes even the governing element alone) are enough to provide referential anchoring for the pronoun *se* which is used in sequences creating a syntactic and discursive rupture in the text.

In the examples above, the pronoun *se ~ ne* ‘it, s/he ~ they’ could hardly be described as a “substitute of a noun”. On the contrary, it serves to point to a referent that has not yet been named, in order to question its possible designations, to accomplish its categorization or a lexical description in an attributive construction, or to modalize a lexical choice. We have seen, too, that in certain cases the pronoun *se* can be interpreted in its linguistic context without any previous or subsequent lexical mention of the referent. It could be possible, of course, to replace in these examples the pronoun *se ~ ne* by a semantically non-specific noun phrase, as in (8) by *ne jutut* ‘these things’: *mitä ne jutut on* ‘what are these things (called)’. Nevertheless, it seems to me that the interpretation of the analysed occurrences of the pronoun *se* does not involve this kind of non-specific designations. The recourse to non-specific noun phrases is another strategy, and a real one exploited by speakers, but also a more marked one compared to the use of the pronominal pointers.^[17]
5 An example of parenthetical inserts

In the final example, the host construction of the pronoun *se* ‘it, s/he’ is slightly different from the preceding ones. The metalinguistic sequences analysed above which break in during a lexical selection process are a particular case of the syntactic and discursive heterogeneity of spoken texts: being inserted into the body of a frame construction, they are likely to provide or serve to introduce a lexical description the frame construction is devoid of.

This section presents an insert which can be called *parenthesis* (cf. Ravila 1945; Duvallon & Routarinne forthcoming). Even if they are semantically related, the frame construction and the parenthetical insert remain syntactically non-integrated and seem to have distinct cognitive goals and more or less independent planning processes as well (see Berrendonner 1993; Zay 1995; Mondada & Zay 1999).

The example below illustrates one more way the referential target of the pronoun *se* can be defined in textual domains of the linguistic context. As we have seen, the pronoun *se* is not always interpretable at the very moment it appears in the text. Among the contexts propitious to deferred interpretation, there is the one in which the parenthetical insert containing the pronoun is interpolated within a noun phrase, between the lexical head and a relative clause that completes it. Consider example (14):

(14) 

_mä ajattelin tehdä tietokoneella tämä + A4 size page like this se oli kai Naavan Sakarin idea mikä toimis lippuna ja + ohjelmana + saman tien mikä taitetaan näin ja + täällä sitten lukee blaa blaa - - - _

I thought of doing by computer an + A4 size page like this *it was perhaps Sakari Naava’s idea* which could serve as a ticket and + a program + at the same time which is fold up like this and + then here is the text blah blah - - -

(Neighbourhood association 089, 090)

As already noted, it is probable that an initial hypothesis on the referential anchoring of the pronoun *se* is formulated in relation to the preceding context, provided that it contains an interpretation source (cf. Reichler-Béguelin 1988: 36–39; Zay 1995: 208). In example (14), the pronoun *se* is used in the sequence *se oli kai Naavan Sakarin idea* ‘it was perhaps Sakari Naava’s idea’. The preceding context contains the noun phrase _tämmösen aa nelosen_ ‘an A4 size page like this’ which offers to the pronoun *se* the most immediately available interpretation source. However, the host construction and in particular the realization of the valency complement (_Naavan Sakarin idea_ ‘Sakari Naava’s idea’) are likely to orient the
interpretation of the subject pronoun *se* towards a propositional content, and not a discrete entity.

From the viewpoint of the linear advancement of the text, the interpretation of the pronoun *se* remains more or less uncertain when its host construction is achieved, since the propositional content of the preceding sequence *mä: ajattelin tehđä… ‘I thought of doing…’* is not very compatible with the predication ‘to be someone else’s idea’ (?)[“that I thought of doing something”] was perhaps S. N.’s idea’). Next the speaker produces two relative clauses (*mikä toimis lippuna ja ohjelmana + saman tien ‘which could serve as a ticket and + a program + at the same time’ and mikä taitetaan näin ‘which is fold up like this’*) which complete syntactically the noun phrase *tämmösen aa nelosen ‘an A4 size page like this’*. The pronoun *se* and its host construction are thus encased within a noun phrase:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>mä: ajattelin tehđä</em></th>
<th>tietokoneella</th>
<th><em>tämmösen aa nelosen</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>I thought of doing</em></td>
<td>by computer</td>
<td><em>an A4 size page like this</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>it</em></td>
<td><em>Naavan Sakarin idea</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the pronoun *se* ‘it’ finds its interpretation source in this complex noun phrase (in italics above) which is constructed around the parenthetical insert. Put differently, the pronoun picks out a referent whose lexical content is still being formulated in the frame construction. It is in fact this “resumptive” pronoun (Maillard 1974) that creates the referent and introduces it in the text, even though it is not possible to exactly determine the limits of the reference (cf. Zay 1995: 208, 213–214).

Unlike the examples in the preceding section, the host construction of the pronoun does not participate here directly to the process of lexical designation of the referent, but it proposes rather supplementary information about the propositional content that is being formulated in the frame construction. It seems to me that the resolution of that kind of passages consists in putting in relation two different perspectives on a scene described, rather than seeing in the text a progressive accumulation of information. The frame construction and the insert form separate textual domains, the first one enclosing the second one. The interpretation of the
pronoun *se* necessitates figuring out this textual organisation and could not be achieved before the whole constructional figure has been finished.

6 Conclusion

The pronoun *se* is not solely a tracking form used to refer to referents already introduced in the interlocutors’ centre of attention. It serves also to capture referents whose existence is only expectable on the bases of the linguistic context. In the context of syntactic and discursive ruptures examined above, the pronoun *se* points to referents which are still being introduced in the utterance within which the host construction of the pronoun shelters. The pronoun *se* allows constructing the reference in cases in which lexical designations are momentarily unavailable or must be negotiated. On the other hand, it also enables a referential act to target a lexical content still in progress within another textual domain.

I have tried to show, on the one hand, that semantic information conveyed by the host construction and the position of this host construction in the larger linguistic context play an undeniable role in the determination of the referential anchoring of a pronoun. In the context of syntactic ruptures, the insertion process itself seems to make out of the frame construction, and not only of elements already realized, but also of rection slots left in suspense, a particularly salient interpretation domain for pronouns used in inserted sequences. On the other hand, I have wanted to underline the fact that reference resolution is not always possible at the very moment a pronoun appears in the text. The categorization or the lexical content of a referent can be confirmed only later on. Moreover, pronouns can find their referential anchoring even without any lexical designation of the referent in the preceding or subsequent context.

Uses that speakers make of different types of referring expressions in oral productions lead me to see the pronoun *se* as an original referring form which is not necessarily identical with a lexical content identified in the linguistic context. In comparison with lexical descriptions whose value is determined in relation to the whole paradigm of other potential lexical representations and which could, in principle, at any moment, be changed over other designations depending on different points of view and perspectives, the pronoun *se*, with its minimal descriptive content, is a more stable referring expression. I propose that pro-forms such as the pronoun *se* be considered not only as surer syntactic indicators than lexical forms
of nouns (Blanche-Benveniste et al. 1987: 237), but also as unmarked referring expressions, as neutral designations and, so to say, controllers of lexical descriptions of referents.
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Appendix

Transcription symbols and other notations

+ pause (length non specified)

sa- truncated word

a: lengthening

NEG negation

PRT particle

Q interrogative particle

sen\textsubscript{CASE} grammatical indications: NOM nominative, GEN genitive, PAR partitive, ADE adessive, ILL illative, ALL allative; PASS (impersonal) passive, POS possessive suffix

[the] in the translation line, a grammatical element absent from the original production or placed elsewhere in it

Corpus

Summer plans 079: telephone conversation

Childhood friends 101: telephone conversation

Neighbourhood association 089, 090: face-to-face conversation

Hairdressing salon 105: face-to-face conversation

Women’s conversations 081: telephone conversation

Three high school scholars 099: face-to-face conversation

Professional life: radio conversation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The dimension of DIRECTION→</th>
<th>Static cases</th>
<th>Dynamic cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“position”</td>
<td>“movement from”</td>
<td>“movement towards”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The dimension of QUALITY↓</th>
<th>Intern cases</th>
<th>Extern cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INESSIVE</td>
<td>ELATIVE</td>
<td>ILLATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘in a/the house’</td>
<td>‘from a/the house’</td>
<td>‘into a/the house’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADESSIVE</td>
<td>ABLATIVE</td>
<td>ALLATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘on a/the table’</td>
<td>‘from a/the table’</td>
<td>‘onto a/the table’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 All examples are drawn from a corpus of conversational data. I have use in this study audiotaped data provided by the department of Finnish at the University of Helsinki (number of tape is indicated) and my personal collection (without number). The transcriptions are adapted for a syntactic approach and contain only some prosodic indications, e.g. the places of pauses, marked by the symbol “+”. When necessary, prosodic patterns are commented in the text. See the appendix for a description of data, transcription symbols and other notations used in this paper.

2 The linguistic segment that is supposed to confer a descriptive content on a pronoun is called antecedent.

3 Note that the term rection is used here to speak about two kinds of elements: verb-specific valency elements and non-verb-specific elements, as temporal and spatial complements, which are however concerned by the modalities of the verb and which can be identified by pro-forms. The term rectional element contrasts with the term associated element that is reserved to speak about elements that are not constructed by a verb (cf. clausal complement in the more traditional terminology).

4 For the discussion about the status of locative demonstratives, see Laury 1997: 128–145. In Iso suomen kielioppi (Hakulinen et al. forthcoming) the syntagmatic units formed by a locative demonstrative and a noun in a local case as sinne tielle ‘on the road’ are called fixed apposition construction (kiinteä appositiorkanne).

5 This word order is sometimes used in sequences which contain information supposed to be already known (see for instance Sorjonen 2002; Duvallon 2003).

6 Only the lexical head of the noun phrase is reproduced, but not the determiner. A careful reader may have noticed a difference in the figures of this example and example (6) in which the second realization equally contains no demonstrative determiner. In the analysis of (6), I have placed the editing terms vaan siis in front of the empty column of the determiner, while in the analysis of (7), the editing element tai is placed after the column of the determiner. This difference reflects an intuition based interpretation that in (6) the re-edition concerns the whole noun phrase, but in (7) only the lexical head noun. I would like to emphasize that figures representing syntactic organization of utterances are rather robust. The grammatical status of Finnish demonstrative determiners is a question that could not be treated here (see Laury 1997; Juvonen 2000; Larjavaara 2001).

7 My remarks on lexical naming processes are limited to a syntactic approach.

8 For more information about prosodic cues used in the turn-holding, such as a level intonation and a pause initiated by glottal closure, see for instance Local 1992; Local & Kelly 1986; Ogden 2001. I thank Sara Routarinne for these references.

9 In figures I have separated the metalinguistic sequences from the frame constructions in order to indicate the passage from the main discourse to the metalanguage, but on the other hand, the metalinguistic sequences are aligned with the syntactic slot of the frame construction they seem to occupy.

10 According to Schegloff et al. 1977, repairs in conversation are organised in the way that the initial speaker has the privilege of resolving a problem that arises in the production of an utterance. The particle nyt used in word search sequences is indeed a mark of the rhetorical nature of these sequences (cf. Hakulinen & Saari 1995: 490–491). In example (8), the immediate participation of the addressee in the lexical selection process may be related to the fact that the whole utterance calls for a shared knowledge: on the one hand, in the head of the frame construction, there is the enclitic particle -hAn which marks that the utterance contains information supposed to be already known by the addressee (A. Hakulinen 2001[1976]), and on the other hand, the determiner niit, whose
use seems to go hand in hand with the particle, invites the addressee to link the propositional content of the
utterance with an already shared knowledge (Vilkuna 1992: 133–135; Duvalon forthcoming). (Cf. Goodwin
1987, who pays attention to the role that apparent hesitations play in the management of participant roles in
speech situations in which the access to information conveyed in discourse is shared by several participants.)
11 It is well known that adjectives may sometimes be used as nouns. In example (10), this interpretation is not
very satisfactory.
12 The demonstrative adjective semmonen that means literally ‘that kind of’ can serve as a mark of a lexical
approximation. It is used as a kind of indefinite article in order to introduce a lexical description or a
categorization of a referent (note that Finnish lacks the category of indefinite article; see Juvonen in this volume).
13 In Finnish, two elements can serve as contrastive markers: vaan and mutta ‘but’. The element vaan seems to be
used in contexts in which the contrasting relation involves only the negative and the affirmative modalities and in
which the negative modality is expressed before the affirmative one. In example (11), in addition to the negative
modality, the first sequence contains an expression of the epistemic modality (the adverb ehk(ei)) and the
contrastive marker is mutta.
14 Like the locative demonstratives (cf. section 3.2.), the element jonnekï(n) can be used as an autonomous form
(with the meaning ‘somewhere’). On the other hand, it is also used as a kind of determiner before nouns. When it
is followed by a proper noun as in (13), the element jonnekï(n) produces a special type of approximation effect:
the proposed lexical element that refers to a specific referent is to be taken as an example. In fact, three different
elements contribute here to that kind of interpretation: firstly, the element jonneki, then the metalinguistic
sequence that puts the lexical realization into the scope of the interrogative modality and finally the sequence tai
15 As other numerals in the nominative case, it is followed by an element in the partitive case. The element
puoltoist ‘one and a half’ quantifies first the noun viikkoo PAR ‘week’, then the elements puoltoist viikkoo ‘one and
a half weeks’ function as a quantifier of the noun sairaslomaa PAR ‘sick leave’:

\[
\text{[[puoltoist} \text{NOM} \ [\text{viikkoo} \text{vAPAR}] \ \text{sairaslomaa} \text{vAPAR}]}
\]

‘one and a half weeks of sick leave’
16 The indefinite element joku could serve as a counterargument: formally, it is in the nominative case (cf. the
accusative case jonkun). But it seems to me that this element can remain invariable in particular in front of
numerals.
17 Note that the other Finnish demonstratives tämä ‘that’ and tuo ‘this’ can be used, too, in metalinguistic
sequences. The hypothesis formulated above on the interpretation of the pronoun se could be applied also to
these forms, but in addition we should take in consideration the specific demonstrative features of these forms,
for instance the fact that their referential origo is in the speaker (see for example Laury 1997: 59; cf. also the
description of the Finnish demonstratives by Etelämäki in this volume).
18 When we look at the insert from the point of view of the achieved production, we can see however that the
parenthesis serves to repair an interpretation to which the beginning of the sequence eventually gives rise, i.e. the
interpretation that the speaker is the responsible of the idea she is presenting.